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Abstract21

Understanding the processes that underlie species fluctuations is crucial to the de-22

velopment of efficient management strategies for outbreaks of destructive forest pests.23

Yet, the role of biotic and abiotic factors as well as their interactions in synchronizing24

outbreaks is not understood, despite many empirical and theoretical studies of species25

fluctuations. Here, we use a combined statistical-simulation model to investigate how26

defoliation spread and autocorrelated weather affect outbreaks of a major defoliator of27

North American boreal forest, the spruce budworm. We modelled the regional dynam-28

ics of spruce budworm and based the model on data collected from spatiotemporal aerial29

surveys of defoliation from 1968-2015 in Quebec, Canada. The effects of weather on local30

forest stand defoliation and mortality transitions, along with defoliation spread probabil-31

ity and distance, were estimated statistically. Simulations were run with these estimates32

to identify the effects of spatiotemporal weather autocorrelation on synchronicity of out-33

breaks. Defoliation spread together with weather variables was found to best fit the ob-34

served outbreak size. Simulation models suggest that positive temporal autocorrelation35

in weather promotes outbreaks, indicating that a series of suitable years could encourage36

outbreaks.37

Keywords: landscape ecology, model, outbreaks, environmental autocorrelation, defoliation spread38
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Introduction39

Understanding the mechanisms underlying the spatiotemporal population dynamics of species40

is an ongoing ecological challenge (Liebhold et al., 2004). Outbreaks are high population densities of41

defoliating insects covering large areas and causing extensive tree mortality, making this phenomena42

of great concern for management decisions (Boyd et al., 2013). For example, spruce budworm (Chori-43

stoneura fumiferana) outbreaks profoundly structure the dynamics of North American boreal forests44

(Fleming, 2000; Pureswaran et al., 2016). Defoliation is so synchronized that during the last out-45

break, 50 million hectares of Canada’s forests were affected at the same time (Sturtevant et al., 2015),46

destroying 200 million m3 of wood and causing large economic and ecological impacts in the region47

(Morin et al., 2007). The multiple mechanisms hypothesized to synchronize budworm outbreaks are48

often studied separately, so their relative roles in driving outbreaks are not well understood which49

could limit efficient management actions. Here, we present a novel method to couple statistical and50

simulation models to tease apart the drivers of synchronous outbreaks of forest defoliating insects.51

Hypotheses about what causes synchronous outbreaks are multiple and connected, but can be52

broadly divided into abiotic (i.e. environment) or intrinsic (i.e. defoliation spread) drivers (Liebhold53

et al., 2004). According to the abiotic hypothesis, spatially autocorrelated environmental variation af-54

fecting population dynamics synchronizes the abundance of isolated populations (the Moran effect,55

Moran, 1953). Alternatively, the intrinsic hypothesis suggests that synchrony occurs when individ-56

uals from a single population disperse rapidly throughout the landscape (Williams and Liebhold,57

2000). In nature, multiple hypotheses may interact to produce outbreaks (Royama, 1984; Cooke58

et al., 2007). Previous empirical studies concentrated on isolated local populations (Tian et al., 2011),59

thus not considering the effect of possible dispersal from adjacent populations in driving popula-60

tion changes. Similarly, theoretical models may have underestimated the effects of dispersal as they61

also only used local population density data (Kendall et al., 1999). Such local population-level ap-62
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proaches provided only a partial understanding of the mechanisms underlying outbreaks that can63

be driven by both regional environmental fluctuations and dispersal (Gilbert and O’Connor, 2013).64

As such, it is necessary to use landscape-level analysis of species dynamics to investigate the effects65

of both environmental autocorrelation and dispersal.66

In order to represent the dynamics of insect outbreaks on a landscape-level, an alternative ap-67

proach to population-level models, is to consider their population state as in either low (endemic)68

or high (epidemic) abundance. During endemic periods, budworm could be considered as ’absent’69

as they cause no detectable forest defoliation (Régnière and Nealis, 2007). During epidemic peri-70

ods budworm densities are several orders of magnitude higher (Régnière and Nealis, 2007) and the71

could be considered as ’present’ because they cause visible forest defoliation. Therefore, instead of72

modelling the presence of defoliators we model the presence of defoliation. Large-scale dynamics73

thus emerge from the local defoliation (from absent to present) and mortality (from present to ab-74

sent) transitions. Fortunately, large-scale, multi-year empirical defoliation data (e.g., aerial surveys)75

is readily available, yet rarely used to identify parameters and simulate models (Zhou and Liebhold,76

1995). We use defoliation data as a proxy for high insect densities. Defoliating insect species such77

as the budworm show extreme density fluctuations, which leads us to propose that their dynamics78

can be sufficiently expressed by presences/absences instead of abundances.79

The spatial dynamics of defoliation easily map onto metapopulation and epidemiological mod-80

els. Metapopulation theory (Levins, 1969) represents transitions between empty and occupied patches81

driven by colonization and extinction. Similarly, epidemiological models (Kermack and McKendrick,82

1927; Keeling and Rohani, 2008) track either negligible or disease-causing densities of the infectious83

agent among individual hosts. The two methods are mathematically equivalent in some instances84

(Grenfell and Harwood, 1997) and are supported by extensive theoretical development (Hanski,85

1998). For example, spatially-explicit vaccination of the most vulnerable locations can reduce the86
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size of epidemics of infectious diseases (Keeling et al., 2003). Insights from epidemiological models87

could be used to develop more effective spatial management strategies of insect outbreaks.88

Transition from endemic to epidemic states is a binomial stochastic process whose drivers can be89

evaluated from empirical data. Stochastic cell occupancy, state-and-transition, and occupancy mod-90

els, are all essentially parameterized metapopulation models of species dynamics in space (Moila-91

nen, 2004; Buckland and Elston, 1993; Bestelmeyer et al., 2004). Statistical models have been used to92

determine how local stand transitions of various insect species depend on environment and potential93

defoliation spread from already defoliated neighboring cells (Bouchard and Auger, 2014; Kärvemo94

et al., 2016). The transitions observed in aerial surveys could be used to parameterize a model of95

insect defoliations according to simple rules of defoliation spread and environmental effects. Ac-96

cording to metapopulation and epidemiological theory, the transition from endemic to epidemic is97

expected to be conditional on both defoliation spread and abiotic conditions. Here, we propose that98

such an approach of insect outbreaks can be used to investigate the effects of intrinsic and extrinsic99

drivers of outbreaks.100

The environment is usually autocorrelated in space and time (Koenig, 2002). Positive autocorre-101

lation, when environmental values are more similar among adjacent temporal or spatial units than102

expected by chance, may affect species fluctuations and defoliation spread (Ruokolainen et al., 2009).103

Synchronous outbreaks may be produced by suitable environments in many locations (Moran effect,104

spatial autocorrelation). Recent theoretical and experimental studies suggest that suitable environ-105

mental conditions over consecutive periods further synchronize populations (temporal autocorrela-106

tion, Gonzalez and Holt, 2002; Massie et al., 2015), but this mechanism has never been demonstrated107

in nature. We propose that a simulation model parameterized from empirical transitions can assist108

in disentangling the relative importance and the interactions between drivers of outbreak dynamics.109

The goal of our study is threefold: 1) determine how weather and defoliation spread drive ob-110

5
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served budworm outbreak and mortality transitions; 2) quantify the relative importance of these111

two variables; and 3) determine if spatial or temporal weather autocorrelation synchronize out-112

breaks. We parameterized a lattice-based metapopulation model from observed outbreaks in Que-113

bec, Canada. We predict that if the model reproduces the observed outbreaks using the observed114

autocorrelated weather variables, it suggests that the Moran effect drives budworm outbreaks. Al-115

ternatively, if the model reproduces the observed outbreaks with non auto-correlated weather, then116

it would suggest that defoliation spread is the most important driver. As this study only considers117

defoliation spread and weather, we cannot deduce whether other hypotheses not considered here118

drive outbreaks. We used budworm as an example species but our coupled statistical-simulation119

metapopulation model could be applicable to any species that displays large-scale synchrony.120 Fig. 1

Materials and methods121

Coupled statistical and simulation model122

We considered a metapopulation approach in which a single spatial unit is a cell, and multiple123

cells together constitute a landscape (Fig. 1). Each cell can be in two different states: forest F with124

endemic budworm densities that do not cause defoliation, or defoliated forest I with epidemic bud-125

worm densities that show signs of defoliation (or infection, hence I). As such, these two cell states126

correspond to observed endemic and epidemic population densities that vary over orders of mag-127

nitude (Cappuccino et al., 1998). We studied the transition from forest to defoliation (defoliation128

transition F → I or F → I, colonization) and the transition from defoliation back to forest (mortality129

transition I → F , extinction, Fig. 2). Stochastic state transitions (F → I and I → F) across all cells130

(landscape) generate a fluctuating proportion of F and I cells over time.131

Our model has two parts. We start by statistically estimating the transition probabilities of defo-132
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liation and mortality given defoliation spread constraints and climatic conditions, and then we use133

the transition probabilities as parameters in a simulation model to test the influence of autocorre-134

lation on outbreaks. Defoliation of a single forest cell resulted from two processes corresponding135

to the following two hypotheses, respectively: 1) by increasing the insect population density due to136

favourable weather; 2) by dispersing individuals arriving from neighboring defoliated cells (Fig. 2137

arrows). A candidate set of statistical submodels were chosen a priori based on defoliation spread138

and weather hypotheses to assess the relative contribution of these two processes (i.e., weather and139

defoliation spread) in driving large-scale outbreaks. The probability of defoliation in cell i was mod-140

eled as a log-linear model of weather and defoliation spread:141

Probability{F → I}i = β0 +βnEi +αnKi (1)

where β0 is the intercept, Ei is the set of weather variable, βn is the set of parameters representing the142

effect of weather variables on the transition probability, Ki is the proportion of defoliated neighbors143

around cell i and αn is the parameter representing this effect. We tested up to third degree polyno-144

mial, i.e. n up to 3 (eqn 1), for both weather and defoliation spread variables. This accounted for145

complex responses while obtaining parametric relationships for the simulation model. The transi-146

tion probability of mortality from defoliation to forest is only dependent on weather. The mortality147

transition is set by parameter γ :148

Probability{I → F}i = γEi (2)

First, we performed model comparison to select the best-fitting statistical model representing149

the observed transitions. Second, the statistical model of transition probabilities was used to carry150

out simulation ’experiments’ to investigate the effect of spatiotemporal weather autocorrelation on151

outbreak dynamics. Our statistical models can only describe the effect of weather for single time152
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steps and cells, whereas simulations integrate dynamics across the entire landscape and over time.153

We measured the total proportion of defoliated cells in the landscape through time generated by the154

simulation model and assessed if they were similar to observed outbreaks. We tested the influence155

of weather autocorrelation on outbreaks by randomizing weather variables Ei, which maintained156

climatic values but removed autocorrelation structure.157

Spatiotemporal data158

Spruce budworm defoliation distribution159

The Ministère des Forêts, Faune et Parc du Quebec (MFFP, 2014) have tracked the temporal (an-160

nual) and spatial distribution of budworm outbreaks based on aerial surveys and recorded mapped161

polygons indicating areas of defoliation in Quebec province, Eastern Canada. The data span 1968162

through 2015, which include one full outbreak (1968-1995), along with the beginning of an ongoing163

outbreak which started around 2010 (Fig. 1).164

We converted these polygons to a lattice of 10km x 10km geographical cells (patches, forest stands,165

from here on referred to as cells arranged in a continuous lattice, Fig. 1), which formed the basis for166

our coupled statistical-simulation model. Because recent polygons were mapped to a smaller scale167

than older data, data across all years were aggregated to the same cell size. We overlaid 1km x168

1km spaced points on the original defoliated polygons, and then resampled this to a regular grid of169

10km x 10km cells so if at least one of the points within the cell was defoliated, the cell was classified170

as defoliated (following Bouchard and Auger, 2014). This aggregation also minimized small-scale171

landscape variations. Any level of defoliation (light, moderate or serious defoliation) within poly-172

gons were registered as I. We assumed that non-defoliated areas were F and that mortality occurred173

when defoliation was no longer observed, even though it is unknown if the forest dies or survives174

defoliation. In total, the study area had 6 446 cells after removing cells that were never defoliated.175
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Each cell was mapped for 46 years, yielding 283 272 transition events (Tables ??, ??).176

After mortality from defoliation, forest regrowth usually takes around 40 years (Burns and Honkala,177

1990), but occasionally a cell was observed to become re-defoliated before full regrowth. These fast178

transitions may have arisen because of detection errors and as such were not considered here as179

representative of the naturally observed defoliation and mortality processes we aim to model. To180

account for this issue, if a cell became defoliated, not defoliated and then re-defoliated within five181

years, we converted the intermediate years to the defoliated state.182 Fig. 2

Table 1

Weather variables183

Historical weather variables covering the same spatiotemporal extent as the defoliation data were184

obtained from publicly available data. In this data set, weather station data were interpolated to con-185

tinuous rasters using the ANUSPLIN method (McKenney et al., 2011). Multiple weather variables,186

in particular extreme temperatures, influence outbreak severity and occurrence (Candau and Flem-187

ing, 2005). We consequently selected eight potential annual and seasonal weather variables (and188

elevation, Table 1) for the analysis. Weather one, two and three years before each year t (Et−1, Et−2189

and Et−3) were also included as weather variables may have a delayed effect on insect population190

growth and mortality (Aukema et al., 2008), and because there is a lag between population growth191

and crossing the endemic-epidemic threshold where defoliation is detectable. All weather variables192

were standardized within the range 0− 1 (max-obs)/(max-min) to facilitate comparison between193

parameters.194

Defoliation spread variables195

The expansion of budworm defoliation to an endemic-density cell is more likely to occur if there196

are defoliated cells in the vicinity (Bouchard and Auger, 2014). Note that defoliation spread indi-197

rectly represented the successful dispersal of insect individuals. We considered defoliation spread198

9
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kernels Ki to represent propagule pressure around the neighbourhood of cell i. We compared Kit−1199

and Kit−2 computed one and two years prior to the transition t and t +1 given that egg-laying adults200

produced a population increase the following year when larvae emerge. We used two methods and a201

range of neighborhood sizes in each method to evaluate defoliation spread kernels that characterize202

defoliation spread:203

The autologistic kernel represented the proportion of defoliated cells within a certain distance204

(Yackulic et al., 2015). All cells within the neighborhood were given equal weight. Ki of each potential205

donor cell i was the number of defoliated cells j within distance d. Ki is standardized by the total206

number of neighbors so that K is one if all neighbours are defoliated. We calculated Ki for d = 2−30207

cells in increments of 1 because the maximum radius of 30 cells covered the majority of the landscape208

(89 x 176 cells).209

The negative exponential kernel included all cells in the landscape but gave a higher weight

to cells close to the focal cell, allowing long-distance defoliation spread (i.e. beyond the threshold

distance in the autologistic kernel). The negative exponential kernel is the sum of the weighted

distances between all cells (Moilanen, 1999):

Ki = ∑
j 6=i

exp(−δdi j)

where δ is the average defoliation spread distance and di j is the distance in number of cells between210

cell i and j (in this equation α traditionally represents the effect of distance, but we use δ to avoid con-211

fusion with α probability of defoliation spread). We calculated defoliation spread variables varying212

δ = 2−30 in increments of 2 because this range captured extremes of both short and long-distance213

defoliation spread (Table ??). The values of negative exponential defoliation spread variable Ki were214

standardized to 0−1 (max-obs)/(max-min) to be on the same scale as the autologistic kernel.215
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Statistical models216

We determined how weather and defoliation spread influenced transition probabilities by track-217

ing the state transitions of each cell in the observed defoliation data, and estimating how the proba-218

bilities were affected by weather and defoliation spread. We constructed separate statistical models219

for the defoliation F → I and mortality I → F state transition probabilities. Transition was mod-220

elled as a binomial process using logistic regression. The selected weather and defoliation spread221

variables described above were used as predictors of forest transitions (equation 1 - 2).222

Models were evaluated in two ways: model fit (accuracy) and predictive performance on in-223

dependent data. Goodness-of-fit metrics to assess model fit were ∆AIC and pseudo r2 for logistic224

regressions, r2 = 1− (residualdeviance/nulldeviance). Cross-validation to assess predictive perfor-225

mance was performed on a random subset of the data and on the second outbreak. Random cross-226

validation was performed by splitting the data in half, fitting the model on the subset and then227

estimating model performance on the remaining validation data. This was repeated 10 times and228

the average error calculated. Temporal cross-validation was performed by fitting the model to the229

first outbreak (1968-1992) and predicting the model on the second outbreak (1993-2015). We did230

not estimate temporal cross-validation in I → F transitions because there were little data from the231

second outbreak.232

Model comparison233

We tested which potential defoliation spread kernel Ki and kernel parameters d and δ best fitted234

the data. Given that the defoliation spread variables were highly correlated (first axis of a Principal235

Components Analysis on the correlation matrix explained 84% of the variation, Fig. ??), we used236

forward stepwise model selection to rank models with each defoliation spread kernel separately.237

Only the best-supported kernel was retained for all subsequent analyses (according to AIC, Figs.238
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??).239

The full regression model had one defoliation spread and all eight weather variables with three240

time delays as predictors (Table 2). We used the first and three best weather variables and interac-241

tions between them to construct submodels. To determine which candidate weather variable best242

explained the observed budworm defoliation and mortality transitions, we used backward stepwise243

model selection because weather variables were not collinear (the first PCA axis on the correlation244

matrix explained 50% of the variation, Figs. ??). We estimated a geographical null model to assess if245

outbreaks were independent of weather and directional in space (anisotropic). Latitude and longi-246

tude were used as predictors for the geographical null model. We also estimated a defoliation spread247

null model in which defoliation spread was not limited by distance (global defoliation spread). Pro-248

portion defoliated area in the previous year was the global defoliation spread predictor, and was249

compared to the best-fitting distance-based defoliation spread kernel. To assess the effect of host250

forest species we also tested the effect of dominant host species (boreal, deciduous or mixed) but251

this variable was not statistically important (Table ??).252

Simulation model253

We simulated outbreaks using the estimated defoliation and mortality transition probabilities254

from the full statistical model to investigate the effect of spatiotemporal autocorrelation of weather255

variables on the outbreak dynamics. We ran stochastic simulations with the statistical transition256

probabilities and the observed climatic fluctuations, so the simulations occurred in the same land-257

scape and over the same years as the observed outbreaks. Uncertainty can propagate up and yield258

different large-scale dynamics even if the model successfully represents the local dynamics (here259

transitions, Peters et al., 2004).260

Simulations were initialized with the 1970 weather and run for 45 years. Depending on the state261

12
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of chosen cell i (F or I), transition probabilities Probability{F → I}i and Probability{I → F}i were262

applied (as explained above, equations 1 and 2). The defoliation spread kernel Ki was calculated263

in each stand and year from the cells defoliated in the previous year. We then added weather and264

defoliation spread parameters exactly as in the statistical model to obtain spatiotemporal transition265

probabilities that ranged 0− 1 depending on stand weather and neighbourhood defoliation (equa-266

tion 1). The final probabilities were then compared to uniformly distributed random values 0−1 to267

determine if a transition occurs, so transitions were stochastic but influenced by the probabilities.268

We used asynchronous updating of the landscape by randomly picking and updating 6 446 cells per269

time step in order to approximate continuous spatial dynamics (Durrett and Levin, 1994).270

We carried out simulations with and without autocorrelated weather to understand if structured271

weather variation drives outbreaks (Figure 1, panels in Fig. 4). We randomized weather variables,272

thus maintaining the frequency distribution of values but removing the autocorrelation structure.273

First, we randomized weather conditions across time-steps, within each cell, to remove temporal274

autocorrelation. Then we randomized weather conditions between cells, within each time-step, to275

remove spatial autocorrelation. We randomized weather in both space and time to remove both276

temporal and spatial autocorrelation. Simulations with average weather values from all years and277

locations were carried out to test how weather variation affects outbreak dynamics. Finally, to in-278

vestigate if the estimated defoliation spread kernel was important in producing outbreaks, we also279

implemented global defoliation spread with the original weather variables.280

We characterized simulated outbreaks (30 repetitions per spatiotemporal autocorrelation) in time281

and space to compare them to observed outbreaks. Simulated defoliations were stochastic and so282

cannot be compared cell-by-cell to observed defoliations. Instead, to examine if simulated outbreaks283

were as large, i.e. as spatially synchronous as observed outbreaks, we recorded the proportion of the284

landscape in state I per year. We also calculated the maximum, standard deviation, and temporal285
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autocorrelation of proportion I. Real outbreaks are known to be spatially clustered (i.e. defoliated286

cells were often connected by their 8 closest neighbors when considering a rasterized landscape,287

Fig. 1 b), and so we determined if the simulation model was able to reproduce this property. We288

calculated the maximum cluster size and number of outbreak clusters per simulation to compare the289

spatial characteristics of observed and simulated landscapes.290 Fig. 3

Results291

Overall, the statistical model identified that budworm defoliation spread most often occurs over292

short distances. We found that the negative exponential kernel best fit the observed defoliation tran-293

sitions (Fig. ??, Fig. 3 for example). The defoliation spread probabilities were generally below 0.5,294

indicating that defoliation spread was episodic and did not always occur. We identified that lagged295

spring and summer temperatures best explained the defoliation and mortality transitions. The three296

strongest climatic drivers of the F → I transition were in order of importance: maximum summer297

temperature three years before, summer minimum temperature three years before and number of298

growing degree days 2 years before (Fig. ??, Table ??). Climatic transition probabilities were low,299

around 0.1 for the most suitable conditions (Fig. ??, ??). Minimum spring temperature three years300

before, precipitation three years before, and minimum temperature of the coldest period two years301

before were the strongest predictors of mortality transitions (Fig. ??, Table ??).302

The model comparison indicated that both weather and defoliation spread drivers affected out-303

breaks, but their relative importance depended on how models were evaluated. Models with only304

weather variables were more accurate (according to AIC), while models with only defoliation spread305

predicted the second outbreak better (according to temporal cross-validation, Table 2, Table ??). The306

full weather model, i.e. with all climatic variables and third degree response, was the most accurate307

model when predicting on randomly selected data from both outbreaks (cross-validation according308
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to AIC, Table 2). However, the full model was less successful at predicting the second outbreak (ac-309

cording to temporal cross-validation, Table 2). The model with the best predictive performance was310

a submodel with three weather variables, defoliation spread and interactions between them (accord-311

ing to temporal cross-validation, Table 2). Defoliation spread was the best unique variable in terms of312

both accuracy and predictive performance (according to AIC and cross-validation, Table 2). Adding313

interactions between weather and defoliation spread increased model fit, though it decreased pre-314

dictive power (according to AIC and temporal cross-validation, Table 2). Models with interaction315

so closely fit to the first outbreak are not general enough to predict the second outbreak (overfit).316

The geographical null model did not fit outbreaks well, indicating that weather was important in317

synchronizing outbreaks.318

Simulations with the parameterized metapopulation model revealed that successive periods of319

temporally autocorrelated weather synchronized outbreaks. Retaining only the temporal weather320

autocorrelation produced outbreaks that covered 70% of the landscape, compared to the 90% ob-321

served (example simulations Fig. 4, Fig. 5 a). Simulations with the original autocorrelated weather322

also produced outbreaks that were as large as the observed outbreaks (Fig. 5, a, b). When retaining323

only spatial autocorrelation (i.e., removing temporal autocorrelation), outbreaks did not occur dur-324

ing the same years as observed outbreaks and were on average smaller (40-60%, Fig. 5 a), indicating325

that the model was less sensitive to spatial autocorrelation. Simulations with constant weather had326

10% landscape defoliation throughout the simulations with no variability.327

Temporal dynamics were in general well captured, and spatial dynamics less so. Randomizing328

weather in time produced outbreaks with lower next-year temporal autocorrelation (correlations329

0.7 − 0.9 with 1 year time lag, Fig. 5 c), with long-range positive temporal autocorrelation (6-16330

years, Fig. 5 d). Even spatially randomized climatic conditions occasionally resulted in outbreaks331

that were as temporally autocorrelated as observed outbreaks. The difference between spatially au-332
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tocorrelated (random time) and completely random weather conditions was small, again indicating333

that spatial autocorrelation has a weak effect on outbreak dynamics. Simulated outbreaks were more334

fragmented in space than observed ones. Simulated outbreak clusters were more numerous and335

smaller in size than the observed ones (Fig. 1, 5 e, f). Simulations with global defoliation spread and336

observed spatiotemporal autocorrelation yielded landscapes with high proportions of defoliated337

cells but reflected neither the temporal nor the spatial characteristics of observed outbreaks (Fig. 5).338 Table 2

Fig. 4

Fig. 5

Discussion339

We performed a coupled statistical and simulation analysis of 48 years of spruce budworm out-340

break observations to understand how defoliation spread and weather drive the dynamics. The341

estimated parameters from the best statistical model were incorporated into a simulation model to342

investigate the role of spatiotemporal autocorrelation on the initial development of outbreaks and343

their spatial structure. The same method can be applied to outbreaks of other insect species that are344

mapped by defoliation.345

We found that defoliation spread between forest cells occurred occasionally over long distances,346

however short-distance defoliation spread was more common. Individual-based dispersal stud-347

ies show that adult moths can efficiently travel 150 km (Sturtevant et al., 2013), and the maximum348

recorded distance is 450 km (Greenbank, 1980). The greater importance of the negative-exponential349

kernel over the autologistic version indicates that defoliation spread was essentially driven by strong350

short-distance defoliation spread events and occasional long-distance defoliation spread events. For351

instance, the probability of defoliation spread was low though a cell was surrounded by defoliated352

cells in a suitable weather (Fig. ??). The budworm population is genetically well-mixed during out-353

breaks (James et al., 2015), supporting effective long-distance dispersal. However, defoliation spread354

was still limited by distance as the null model with global defoliation spread badly fit the data (Table355
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2). Metapopulation models are often estimated from static (snapshot) distributions and individual356

dispersal observations (Moilanen, 1999). In contrast to these static methods and due to the detailed357

spatiotemporal nature of our data, we characterized effective defoliation spread. The strength and358

shape of dispersal is often the unknown factor in predictive models, and thus in understanding359

outbreaks (Myers and Cory, 2013). Although dispersal may not be completely represented by defo-360

liation data, our method describes an effective method to quantify defoliation spread directly from361

spatiotemporal occupancy data.362

We attempted to disentangle the effects of weather and defoliation spread with an innovative363

coupling of statistical analysis and simulation modelling. In the end, our results indicate that both364

weather and defoliation spread interact to drive mortality. Previous studies may have over-estimated365

the role of the Moran effect in driving population fluctuations because they did not investigate spatial366

data and thus discounted dispersal. Purely temporal analyses pool data across large regions (Tian367

et al., 2011), thus possibly confounding local defoliation spread events with climatic effects. Spa-368

tial analyses suggest that weather drives dynamics if the spatial autocorrelation range of weather is369

longer than the spatial autocorrelation range of outbreaks (autocorrelation range distance measured370

in kilometres, Peltonen et al., 2002). Models that exclude dispersal cannot characterize how weather371

drives epidemic transition events separately from dispersal. Recent process-based statistical studies372

testing both weather and dispersal (intrinsic and extrinsic) hypotheses have shown that dispersal373

is more important than environment in synchronizing outbreaks (Preisler et al., 2012; Veran et al.,374

2014). Similarly, we found that defoliation spread was an important factor in synchronizing defoli-375

ations in space, although it required an autocorrelated weather trigger (simulations with constant376

weather vs. simulations with weather, Figure 4).377

Among the abiotic drivers, a suite of weather predictors best described the observed transitions.378

We found that delayed spring and summer temperatures influenced both defoliation and mortality379
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transitions, suggesting that weather during the reproductive season causes populations to reach epi-380

demic insect densities years later, similar to what Aukema et al. (2008) observed. Multiple weather381

variables are necessary to reproduce outbreak dynamics because these may affect insect develop-382

ment periods and life histories differently. In general, winter temperatures affect overwintering383

survival, maximum spring temperature affects larval emergence, and summer temperatures affect384

feeding rates (Régnière et al., 2012; Gray, 2013). The full model with all weather variables was more385

accurate, suggesting that a specific combination of weather characteristics was important (’a per-386

fect storm’, Wilmers et al., 2007). Moreover, interactions between predictors increased fit, and may387

indicate that weather and defoliation spread interact (e.g., defoliation spread is greater in warmer388

temperatures).389

The difficulty in identifying a single weather driver may be explained statistically. First, it is dif-390

ficult to fit autocorrelated predictor variables (Kissling and Carl, 2008). Spatiotemporal autoregres-391

sive models that account for spatiotemporal autocorrelation are not generalized to logistic regression392

with complex response functions (Cressie and Wikle, 2011, but see Griffith and Peres-Neto, 2006).393

Moreover, our goal is not to remove autocorrelation, but to understand how it affects species dy-394

namics. Cross-validation suggested that the full model overfit the data and included the maximum395

number of variables to produce a spurious relationship. Simpler models with fewer variables are396

generally preferred for prediction purposes (Cuddington et al., 2013).397

The simulation model suggests that non-random weather variation produced outbreaks even398

though weather itself was a weak statistical predictor (as in the Moran effect). Simulation models399

can draw such conclusions because they simulate several years, not just one year ahead. The model400

reproduced the emergent temporal characteristics of budworm outbreaks; 0.9 temporal autocorre-401

lation with a one year lag, and 10 year range in positive autocorrelation (Fig. 5 c, d). We identified402

that temporal weather autocorrelation drives large-scale outbreaks, because retaining only temporal403
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autocorrelation produced outbreaks that were similar to both spatial and temporal outbreak charac-404

teristics. Non-random temporal environmental variation has been shown to inflate the Moran effect405

in microcosm experiments (Gonzalez and Holt, 2002; Massie et al., 2015) and theoretical population406

models (Vasseur, 2007). For the budworm, several consecutive dry summers have been associated407

with defoliations (Greenbank, 1956). This simulation model allowed us to identify the importance408

of autocorrelated temporal weather variation at the landscape scale. However, because weather has409

a high spatial autocorrelation (analysis not shown), randomizing weather in space does not change410

dynamics and may have led us to underestimate the role of spatial autocorrelation.411

To estimate the effect of weather and defoliation spread, we used to most complete set of spatio-412

temporal data available for the spruce budworm, but this presence-absence dataset still presents413

some limitations. Only the data for Québec province is publicly available, so our study is bounded414

by areas with outbreaks that we did not track but which could have nevertheless affected outbreaks.415

For example, defoliation could have spread into Québec from the provinces of Ontario and New416

Brunswick. This edge-effect could have led us to underestimate the role of dispersal in our study.417

Further, aerial survey data may omit low-density population dynamics that are under the defoliation418

threshold. This cross-scale assumption is partially accounted for by the statistical significance of the419

weather variables three years previously to the defoliation transition. A large-scale study may find420

different climate-responses than a population-level study. For example, Robert et al. (2012) showed421

that tree-ring patterns indicate that forest management determined spruce budworm outbreaks.422

Finally, as we use observed data we cannot identify causes, only correlations between outbreaks and423

climate. However, a simulation model was employed to improve the plausibility of the results, and424

can be considered as the only type of ’experiment’ possible to investigate landscape-scale outbreaks.425

Moreover, theoretical experiments such as ours can suggest future avenues for investigation.426

Our simulation model showed that spatiotemporal autocorrelation affected outbreaks, but it did427
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not completely reproduce the observed dynamics. Observed defoliation spread events are episodic428

in time and clustered in space, yielding a small number of large outbreak clusters (maximum 30429

clusters and a single cluster covering 85% of the study area, Fig. 5 e, f). Defoliation spread is dif-430

ficult to model because it is inherently stochastic and may be driven by unpredictable atmospheric431

conditions such as wind direction (Sturtevant et al., 2013). Because our model already contained432

all possible observed climatic spatial autocorrelation, it is possible that additional hypotheses are433

required to completely predict outbreak patterns (Liebhold et al., 2004). For instance, the Allee ef-434

fect decreases mating success at endemic population densities (Régnière et al., 2013) and may alter435

dispersal and establishment, and possibly landscape-scale outbreak dynamics. Spatially correlated436

distributions of natural enemies such as parasitoids may synchronize insect densities (Roland and437

Taylor, 1997; Pureswaran et al., 2016), but there is little available empirical data. The effect of local438

environmental conditions such as forest composition may further mediate natural enemy interac-439

tions (Bouchard and Auger, 2014). However, Gray (2013) found that average climate variables were440

a better predictor of large-scale outbreak duration and severity than forest composition. Detailed441

data on natural enemies and forest composition could improve predictions.442

Conclusions443

Dramatic spruce budworm outbreaks have inspired the development of many models, includ-444

ing statistical and simulation models. Here we reinterpreted outbreaks as a metapopulation pro-445

cess so that forest defoliation data could be employed as an indicator of low and high insect den-446

sities. It is beneficial to estimate parameters on the same scale at which outbreaks are observed,447

because emergent outbreak characteristics may not be predicted from local mechanisms (Fleming448

et al., 2002). Simple metapopulation models are as useful as complex local population models, es-449

pecially when the ecological mechanisms are hard to parameterize or simply unknown (Harrison450
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et al., 2011). Simple models are also more applicable because of their ease of use and generality, and451

can easily be extended to other species. The relative importance of defoliation spread is one of the452

main hurdles for understanding outbreaks (Myers and Cory, 2013) and here we present a method453

to quantify defoliation spread kernels from aerial survey data. The landscape-scale of our process-454

based metapopulation model makes it relevant for the development of large-scale forestry and bud-455

worm population management practices. Pest management considers pests as immobile, possibly456

preventing effective management (Tscharntke et al., 2007). Because metapopulation models can be457

analogous to epidemiological models (Grenfell and Harwood, 1997), widely tested epidemiological458

techniques to minimize transmission can be considered. Our metapopulation model could be used459

to generate management strategies that minimize defoliation spread and thus outbreaks, such as460

spatially-explicit harvesting or spraying programmes. Moreover, to our knowledge for the first time461

in nature, results suggest for that spatiotemporal autocorrelation in weather values may generate462

insect outbreaks.463
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Tables

Table 1: The potential weather variables used in the analysis and their time lags tested. The inter-
polated values covered each cell in the study area (Fig. 1 b) from 1965- 2013. From McKenney et al.,
2011. Bottom five lines, the types of weather randomizations.

weather Variable Time lag
Max/min temperature of warmest/coldest period 1 year before
Max/min temperature of coldest month 2 years before
Max/min temperature of spring (April-May) 3 years before
Max/min temperature of summer (June-July)
Length of growing season (Growing Degree Days)
Total Precipitation
Elevation (constant in time)

Original time, original space
Random time, original space
Original time, random space
Random time, random space
Average time and space (constant)
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Table 2: Model selection results on defoliation FI transitions. The three best climate variables were
summer maximum temperature t −3, summer minimum temperature t −3 and number of growing
degree days t −2. The variables had third-degree response terms. K = the number of variables.

K AIC deltaAIC pseudo-r^2 random residuals temporal residuals

all climate + dispersal 79 19475 0 0.425 2439 1375
all climate 76 24374 4899 0.300 2842 1582
3 climate + dispersal 13 27599 8124 0.214 3390 1387
1 climate x dispersal 16 28084 8609 0.186 3610 1395
1 climate + dispersal 7 28860 9386 0.175 3558 1384
dispersal 4 28889 9414 0.168 3610 1378
3 climate (with interactions) 64 29708 10234 0.156 3329 1575
global dispersal 4 30548 11073 0.120 3688 1490
3 climate 10 32076 12602 0.066 3721 1581
1 climate 4 33678 14203 0.015 3868 1572
latitude x longitude 16 34596 15121 0.013 3751 1562
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1. Left, the proportion of outbreaks over time, expressed as the proportion of cells in the de-
foliated state. Right, the geographic extent of the study area in Quebec province, Eastern Canada.
Each square is a ’cell’ (6 446 in total) and the colour indicates its state: Dark grey (red online) is de-
foliated/defoliated, grey (green online) is forest non-defoliated cell in 2015. Grey areas were never
defoliated and excluded from the analysis.

Fig. 2. Schematic representation of a metapopulation approach to forest insect outbreaks, indicating
the forest F and defoliated I states. The arrows indicate the parameters that set the state transitions
defoliation F → I and mortality I → F .

Fig. 3. Map of αK calculated from the cells defoliated in 2013 (in dark grey, red online). The defoli-
ation spread kernel K was calculated using the negative exponential kernel with δ = 10.

Fig. 4. The simulated proportion of defoliated cells with different types of spatiotemporally auto-
correlated weather. Dotted lines indicates the observed outbreaks, and each thin line indicates the
proportion of defoliated landscape during one simulated outbreak.

Fig. 5. Summary results from simulation model. Horizontal dotted lines indicate the values in the
observed outbreaks. Each plot shows the values from 100 simulations. Boxes encompass the 25%
- 75% quartiles of the data, with the median indicated by the thick line through the centre of each
box. Whiskers extending from the box encompass the 95% quartiles, and extreme observations are
shown as circles. a, Maximum proportion of defoliated area. b, Standard deviation in the simulated
proportion of defoliated area I. c, Temporal autocorrelation with a 1 year time lag. d, Range of
positive temporal autocorrelation (in years). e, Maximum number of contiguous outbreak clusters
per simulation. f, Largest contiguous outbreak cluster size per simulation (number of cells).
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Figures

Fig. 1: Left, the proportion of outbreaks over time, expressed as the proportion of cells in the de-
foliated state. Right, the geographic extent of the study area in Quebec province, Eastern Canada.
Each square is a ’cell’ (6 446 in total) and the colour indicates its state: Dark grey (red online) is de-
foliated/defoliated, grey (green online) is forest non-defoliated cell in 2015. Grey areas were never
defoliated and excluded from the analysis.
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Fig. 2: Schematic representation of a metapopulation approach to forest insect outbreaks, indicating
the forest F and defoliated I states. The arrows indicate the parameters that set the state transitions
defoliation F → I and mortality I → F .
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Fig. 3: Map of αK calculated from the cells defoliated in 2013 (in dark grey, red online). The defoli-
ation spread kernel K was calculated using the negative exponential kernel with δ = 10.
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Fig. 4: The simulated proportion of defoliated cells with different types of spatiotemporally auto-
correlated weather. Dotted lines indicates the observed outbreaks, and each thin line indicates the
proportion of defoliated landscape during one simulated outbreak.
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Fig. 5: Summary results from simulation model. Horizontal dotted lines indicate the values in the
observed outbreaks. Each plot shows the values from 100 simulations. Boxes encompass the 25%
- 75% quartiles of the data, with the median indicated by the thick line through the centre of each
box. Whiskers extending from the box encompass the 95% quartiles, and extreme observations are
shown as circles. a, Maximum proportion of defoliated area. b, Standard deviation in the simulated
proportion of defoliated area I. c, Temporal autocorrelation with a 1 year time lag. d, Range of
positive temporal autocorrelation (in years). e, Maximum number of contiguous outbreak clusters
per simulation. f, Largest contiguous outbreak cluster size per simulation (number of cells).
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More than Moran: Coupling statistical and simulation models to
understand how defoliation spread and weather variation drive

outbreak dynamics

March 7, 2017

Parameter results
The weather prediction EFI was low even in the most suitable weather (β = 0.008, Figure S7).
The mean weather prediction of infections EFI was higher along the coast and in the south. In models with only the

best weather variable, the probability of spontaneous outbreaks was highest at moderate maximum summer tempera-
tures, two years previously (Figure S7c).

The mean defoilation mortality to forest EIF was more probable on the geographic range edges, meaning that the
outbreaks die back faster in unsuitable weather closer to the range edges (γ , Figure S7b). In unsuitable weather, (i.e.
in extreme spring maximum temperatures) the probability of an defoliated forest becoming forest in the next year was
close to one (Figure S7 d).

Dispersal probabilities were highest at around Ki = 0.5 (Figure S7 e). Dispersal probabilities were also affected by
weather, so in suitable weather the probability of defoliation spread can reach 1 (thin lines in Figure S7 e).

Multiple weather variables influence the transition of outbreaks. Summer and spring temperatures generally had
a large effect on infection probabilities. Temperature during the growth period determines the insect-temperature re-
sponse curves in the laboratory (Régnière 1987). In contrast to a similar smaller-scale study with linear weather relation-
ships, precipitation and elevation variables were not selected (Bouchard and Auger 2014). Temperature variables were
selected here because our study spanned a wide environmental gradient, to which nonlinear temperature responses
fit better. Non-parametric models have suggested that temperature determines cumulative budworm damage (Candau
and Fleming 2011; Gray 2013), and here we show that temperature also affects infection transitions.

Analysis of spatial autocorrelation in the statistical model
It was necessary to separate the relative contribution of defoliation spread and (multiple) weather variables to out-

breaks, so predictions were divided up to defoliation spread- and weather-dependent partial predictions. Weather
predictions EFI represented the contribution of multiple weather variables to the probability of transition. The total
probability of transition comes from adding the weather predictions EFI and neighbourhood infection K:

Probability{F → I}i = EFI +α1K +α2K2 +α3K3

We analyzed if a higher autocorrelation in EFI was associated with more successful infection transitions. We exam-
ined the effect of autocorrelation in EFI in time. We assessed if a series of years with suitable weather for outbreaks
occurred during large-scale outbreaks, i.e. in years with temporally autocorrelated predictions. To calculate the tempo-
ral autocorrelation of predictions, we first calculated the annual mean of infection EFI andmortality EIF predictions. We
then estimated during which years the predictions were asynchronous (phase coherence in wavelet cross-correlation,
R-package biwavelet, Gouhier and Grinsted 2012).

The effect of temporal autocorrelation in weather predictions E on infections shows that the outbreak in 1971-1980
occurred at the same time as a highweather predictions EFI , and low average weather predictions EFI . This combination
led to many new infection transitions that stayed defoliated longer (Figure S9 a). Infection and mortality transition
probabilitieswere asynchronous for several years at the beginning of the outbreak (not significant, Figure S9 b). However,
the probabilities were also asynchronous between outbreaks.
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Figure S1: Proportion of variance explained by the first 25 axes of a PCA on the defoliation spread variables K.
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Figure S2: Proportion of variance explained by the first 25 axes of a PCA on the weather variables.
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Figure S3: Examples of K with different values for δ , the effect of distance to defoliated cells.
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Table S1: AIC results, backward selection. Model selection results on FI transitions, with 1,2 and 3-degree response terms and estimated on all data. Each AIC
is obtained when carrying out a glm with all weather variables except that one. The variable when removed results in the highest AIC is the most important
variable.

AIC, degree 1 deltaAIC, degree 1 AIC, degree 2 deltaAIC, degree 2 AIC, degree 3 deltaAIC, degree 3
summermaxtempt_3 61162 0 54267 0 51339 0
summermintempt_3 59273 1889 53039 1228 50561 778

nddt_2 58068 3094 52490 1777 50429 910
summermintempt_1 59091 2071 53315 952 50325 1014

nddt_1 58654 2508 52693 1574 50048 1291
springmaxtempt_1 58012 3150 51784 2483 49561 1778

summermintempt_2 57908 3254 51704 2563 49443 1896
nddt_3 57819 3342 51791 2476 49357 1982

maxtempwarmestt_2 58884 2278 52058 2209 49307 2032
springmintempt_1 57835 3327 51746 2521 49209 2130

prect_3 57774 3387 51603 2664 49197 2142
summermaxtempt_2 58039 3122 51702 2565 49196 2143
maxtempwarmestt_1 58861 2301 52130 2138 49135 2204
springmaxtempt_3 57807 3355 51391 2876 49003 2336

maxtempwarmestt_3 59459 1703 52166 2101 48994 2345
mintempcoldestt_1 57891 3271 51691 2577 48943 2396
mintempcoldestt_3 57793 3369 51554 2713 48933 2406
springmintempt_3 57767 3395 51815 2452 48919 2419
springmintempt_2 57840 3321 51557 2711 48892 2447

prect_1 57775 3387 51463 2804 48888 2451
summermaxtempt_1 57816 3345 51634 2633 48870 2469

prect_2 57872 3290 51524 2743 48865 2474
springmaxtempt_2 57932 3230 51451 2817 48842 2497

elev 57768 3394 51509 2758 48818 2521
mintempcoldestt_2 57929 3233 51536 2731 48799 2540
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Table S2: AIC results, backward selection. Model selection results on IF transitions, with 1,2 and 3-degree response terms and estimated on all data. Each AIC
is obtained when carrying out a glm with all weather variables except that one. The variable when removed results in the highest AIC is the most important
variable.

AIC, degree 1 deltaAIC, degree 1 AIC, degree 2 deltaAIC, degree 2 AIC, degree 3 deltaAIC, degree 3
springmintempt_3 34641 1618 29896 0 28564 0

prect_3 34744 1515 28992 904 28166 397
mintempcoldestt_3 36259 0 29393 503 28155 408

summermintempt_1 35301 958 29249 647 27992 572
maxtempwarmestt_2 34638 1621 29200 696 27989 574
maxtempwarmestt_3 34804 1455 29060 837 27972 592
summermaxtempt_2 34633 1626 29009 887 27955 609

nddt_1 35141 1118 29059 837 27945 619
maxtempwarmestt_1 34778 1481 29256 641 27901 663
springmaxtempt_3 34659 1600 29015 881 27875 688

summermintempt_3 34649 1610 28955 941 27853 711
nddt_3 34641 1618 29078 818 27750 814

summermaxtempt_1 34718 1542 28970 926 27737 826
mintempcoldestt_2 34813 1446 28938 958 27736 828

prect_1 34679 1581 28837 1059 27726 837
springmintempt_1 34633 1627 28973 923 27726 837
springmaxtempt_1 34635 1624 28780 1116 27701 863

prect_2 34684 1575 28836 1060 27698 865
springmintempt_2 34985 1274 28880 1016 27684 880

elev 34925 1334 28885 1011 27673 891
springmaxtempt_2 34911 1348 28776 1120 27659 904

nddt_2 34662 1598 28768 1128 27657 907
summermaxtempt_3 34661 1598 28782 1115 27645 919
mintempcoldestt_1 34761 1498 28783 1113 27623 941

summermintempt_2 34661 1598 28780 1116 27608 956
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Table S3: Model selection results on defoliation FI transitions also testing submodels of the effect of forest type and years since outbreaks. We removed all data
points where the number of years since the last outbreak and the forest type was unknown, which resulted in a smaller data set (192 056 instead of 235 744
observations). The three best climate variables were summer maximum temperature t−3, summer minimum temperature t−3 and number of growing degree
days t−2. The variables had third-degree response terms. K = the number of variables.

K AIC deltaAIC pseudo-r^2 random residuals temporal residuals
all climate + dispersal 79 7232 0 0.300 13 0
all climate 76 8171 939 0.234 0 83
3 climate + dispersal 13 8764 1532 0.140 75 132
3 climate (with interactions) 64 8861 1629 0.145 53 105
dispersal 4 9072 1840 0.091 109 153
1 climate x dispersal 16 9107 1875 0.127 44 136
latitude x longitude 16 9179 1947 0.111 73 158
1 climate + dispersal 7 9183 1951 0.108 68 143
3 climate 10 9469 2237 0.056 100 171
global dispersal 4 9721 2489 0.045 93 172
years since outbreaks 4 10010 2778 0.048 50 176
1 climate 4 10163 2931 0.013 81 185
forest type 4 10238 3006 0.000 87 187
3 climate x dispersal 256 133008 125776 -6.919 935 186
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Table S4: Model selection results on mortality IF transitions. The predictors had third-degree response terms. K = the
number of variables. The random residuals are estimated on half of the data selected randomly, and repeated 10 times.

K AIC deltaAIC pseudo-r^2 rand. res.
all climate 76 13700 0 0.337 19
3 climate x dispersal 256 14539 839 0.314 0
latitude x longitude 16 18787 5087 0.087 44
3 climate 10 18230 4530 0.111 48
1 climate 4 18207 4507 0.104 65

Forest_K1 I Forest_K0
Infected 7821 47368 93
Forest 161975 6913 65855

Table S5: The total transition events, when t0 is either Infected or Forest with no outbreaks (K < 0.01) andwith outbreaks
(K > 0.01).

Forest_K1 I Forest_K0
Infected 0.04606 0.87264 0.00141
Forest 0.95394 0.12736 0.99859

Table S6: The total transition probabilities, when t0 is either Infected, Forest with no outbreaks (K < 0.01) and with
outbreaks (K > 0.01).
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Figure S7: The predictedweather predictions E estimatedwith a logistic regressionwith third-degree relationships. Top
left, EFI , mean probability of forest infection, calculated from all years. White colours indicate a high probability of a
forest cell transitioning from the forest state F to defoliated I, and black colours indicates a low probability of transition
(the forest stays as forest). These probabilities are only based on weather and do not include the effect of defoliation
spread. Top right, EIF , mean probability of mortality, calculated from all years. White colours indicate a high probability
of a forest cell transitioning from the defoliated state I to the forest state F , and black colours indicates a low probability
of transition (the defoliated area stays defoliated). Bottom left, the effect of one weather variable (selected by backward
AIC) on the probability of FI infection. The black line shows the probability of spontaneous infection (Ki = 0.0) and
the grey line shows the probability of infection when the defoliation spread kernel Ki > 0.1. The grey bars show the
observed transitions. Bottom right, the effect of one weather variable (selected by backwards AIC) on the probability of
IF mortality. The grey bars show the observed transitions.
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Figure S8: Estimated kernel for the defoliation spread, and the lines represent the different weather predictions.
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Figure S9: The predicted weather predictions E and defoliation spread parameters. Bottom, the mean predicted proba-
bilities of infection EFI (red lines) and mortality EIF (green lines), in all cells. The solid red line is the annual observed
total proportion of defoliated forest. Top, cross-correlation wavelet between EFI and EIF . The colours represent the
power of the period of the fluctuations, from dark blue (low values), to dark red (high values). The arrows show the
phase angles between the fluctuations in the climatic predictions. Arrows pointing left indicate asynchrony in values
and arrows pointing down indicate that the EFI fluctuates before the EIF by a quarter period (90◦).
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